


Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

Technical data

What is it?

Leonardo Basic is the batch freezer easy, fast and intuitive 
to use, very useful in any laboratory for the production of all 
your specialities.
In order to meet your requirements and your kind of 
production, Leonardo is customizable, it is available in 6-8-
12-15 liters capacity and it is designed to obtain the best 
results for any type of mixture.

LEONARDO BASIC
MODELS 6 8 12 15

Hourly production lts/h 30 - 45 35 - 60 45 - 80 50 - 115

Quantity of mix 
min-max lts 2,5 – 5 3 – 7 3,5 – 10 4 – 12

Cooling Water / Air

Refrigerant gas R 507

Voltage V 400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 6,5 7,5 9 10

Dimensions WxDxH mm 575x740x1470 575x740x1470 575x800x1470 575x895x1470

Net weight kg 280 290 310 350
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Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

Technical data

What is it?

Through the implementation of the LCD interface Leonardo 
Basic is transformed into Leonardo Plus, the electronic 
batch freezer easy to use thanks to its display in 5 different 
languages, that will lead you during the production cycle 
displaying the temperature, the consistency of the mixture 
and the remaining time, to allow you a careful management 
of the all production phases.

Thanks to the five sensors placed inside the machine and the 
brilliant software that controls it, the interface allows to follow 
the cooling process, the speed of rotation of the scraping 
blades, the consistency of gelato, the development of micro 
ice-crystals and the overrun. You can also manage in a total 
independent way the freezing process of gelato, taking 
advantage of the simplicity of use of the intuitive interface of 
your Leonardo Plus.

LEONARDO PLUS
MODELS 6 8 12 15

Hourly production lts/h 30 - 45 35 - 60 45 - 80 50 - 115

Quantity of mix 
min-max lts 2,5 – 5 3 – 7 3,5 – 10 4 – 12

Cooling Water / Air

Refrigerant gas R 507

Voltage V 400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 6,5 7,5 9 10

Dimensions WxDxH mm 575x740x1470 575x740x1470 575x800x1470 575x895x1470

Net weight kg 280 290 310 350
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Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

Technical data

What is it?

Thanks to the addition of the boiler, Leonardo Plus is 
transformed into Leonardo Deluxe and is now a reliable 
partner to prepare also gelato mixtures, pastry creams, jams 
and sauces. 
Batch freezer and Boiler work simultaneously; in case of 
need they can also be used independently, following your 
needs.

The batch freezer has an interface easy to use thanks to its 
intuitive display, in 5 different languages: you simply choose 
the production required or the recipe and have time over for 
the other activities in your laboratory.
With 14 recipes for the boiler, all customizable, Leonardo 
Deluxe adjusts  automatically the heating temperature to 
obtain the perfect mixture.

Among all programs there is “Gelato Top” : your mixture will 
be stirred at a high speed while temperature decreases from 
+4° down to -4°C (in this range the mixture will incorporate 
more volume ) to obtain the maximum overrun. 

In addition, Leonardo Deluxe has other interesting programs 
to discover.

LEONARDO DELUXE
MODELS 6 8 12 15

Hourly production lts/h 30 - 45 35 - 60 45 - 80 50 - 115

Quantity of mix 
min-max lts 2,5 – 5 3 – 7 3,5 – 10 4 – 12

Cooling Water / Air

Refrigerant gas R 507

Voltage V 400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

400/
Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 10 11 14 15

Dimensions WxDxH mm 630x750x1450 630x750x1450 630x800x1450 630x895x1450

Net weight kg 300 310 330 370
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What is it?

Tuttogel is a batch-freezer which cannot be missing in your 
laboratory, kitchen or pastry shop; it is the ideal solution for 
small productions and to obtain high quality gelato. 

Tuttogel is the result of the long experience in the production 
of vertical batch-freezers, combined with new generation 
technologies. The electronic card allows to set the temperature 
and the speed during the production cycle or during the 
extraction. The extraction slide, with a 45% slope, allows the 
complete extraction of the gelato.

Tuttogel is available in the 3* liters version, counter model 
or on wheels.

* maximum input capacity per cycle 

How will it help you?

It allows to prepare traditional homemade gelato using new 
technologies which guarantee a higher quality.

TUTTOGEL 2800
The sturdy and reliable batch-freezer

• 60 Hz frequency
• Stainless steel pail

Technical data

Opzional

MODELS MODEL ON WHEELS COUNTER MODEL  

Hourly production lt/h 18 18

Quantity of mix min-
max lts lt 0,5 – 3

Cooling Air

Refrigerant R 507

Compressor HP 1,21

Voltage V 220/1/50Hz

Nominal power  KW 1,6

Dimensions  WxDxH mm 415x610x990 505x780x510

Net weight kg 98 86

Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.
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Technical data

TUTTOGEL 4500
The solid and reliable batch-freezer

• Air condensation and / or 60 Hz frequency
• Stainless steel pail 

Optional 

Hourly production lt/h 30 - 45

Quantity of mix 
min-max lt 2 - 6

Cooling Water

Refrigerant gas R 507

Voltage V 400/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 3

Dimensions  WxDxH mm 560x750x1110

Net weight kg 150

What is it?

Tuttogel is a batch-freezer which cannot be missing in your 
laboratory, kitchen or pastry shop; it is the ideal solution for 
small productions and to obtain high quality gelato. 

Tuttogel is the result of the long experience in the production 
of vertical batch-freezers, combined with new generation 
technologies. The electronic card allows to set the temperature 
and the speed during the production cycle or during the 
extraction. The extraction slide, with a 45% slope, allows the 
complete extraction of the gelato.

Tuttogel is available in the 3 liters version, counter model or 
on wheels, as well as the 6 liters version (maximum input 
capacity per cycle).

How will it help you?

It allows to prepare traditional homemade gelato using new 
technologies which guarantee a higher quality.

Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.
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Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

What is it?

An old style machine, the B4/10 is the vertical batch freezer, 
to be filled from above, dedicated to all the traditional 
Italian gelato lovers. It is  produced on demand; it has a 
rotating tank with a double interspace dipped in glycol and 
a helicoidal spatula for a slow working of the mixture, with 
a low overrun.

How will it help you?

It will help you create the flavour of the traditional homemade 
gelato.

B4/10 TREVISO
The batch freezer for traditional gelato

• 60 Hz frequency

Technical data

Optional 

Hourly production lt/h 40

Mixture quantity 
min-max lt 8

Cooling Water

Refrigerant gas R 507

Power supply V 380/Hz50/3

Power KW 3.4

Dimensions WxDxH mm 605x805x1010

Net weight kg 327
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Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

Technical data

What is it?

The Cortina Pasteurizer blends, cooks, pasteurizes, 
cools, ripens and  preserves with the maximum safety all 
the specialties prepared by pastry chefs, gelato makers, 
chocolate chefs, and kitchen chefs in their laboratories. The 
Cortina Pasteurizer covers the production requirements of 
60, 60+60, 120 and 180 liters. The heating and cooling 
cycles take place with a “bain-marie” process; it is equipped 
with an electronical display to select your favourite recipes.

How will it help you?

You can prepare gelato bases, yogurt mixes, chocolate or 
hazelnut mixes. It is possible to select the high pasteurization 
of 85°C or the low pasteurization of 65°C. In a fully 
automatic way at the end of the pasteurization cycle, the 
temperature will drop to + 4°C for the preservation of the 
mixture.

CORTINA PASTEURIZER
It pasteurizes and maintaines

Capacity lt/h 60 60+60 120 180

Time per cycle h 2 2 2 2

Cooling Water

Refrigerant gas R 507

Voltage V 400/Hz50/3

Nominal power  KW 7 7+7 9 13

Dimensions  WxDxH mm 465x855x1100 910x850x1100 570x900x1110 675x1000x1160

Net weight kg 150 280 220 270

• Air cooling and/or 60 Hz frequency 

Optional
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VENEZIA CREAMCOOKER
For perfect creams
What is it?

Pastocrema Venezia emulsifies, cooks, pasteurizes, cools 
down, matures and preserves with the highest safety all the 
specialities created by confectioners, ice-cream makers, 
chocolate manufacturers and chefs in their laboratories. 
Creamcooker Venezia covers the production requirements 
of 18, 30, 60 and 120 liters.

The cooling and the heating processes are carried out with  
bain-marie; the stirrer may be set through both preset and 
manual speed, according to the used product.

How will it help you?

With Creamcooker Venezia you can create any type
of cream, from pastry cream to thick pastry zabaione, from 
topping sauces to the after baking fillings, like those used in 
“panettoni”, from the semi-finished products for ice-cream 
shops to the ones for pastry shops, like the concentrated 
pastes.

• Air cooling and/or 60 Hz frequency

Technical data

Optional

MODELS 18 30 60 120

Mixture quantity 
min-max lt 4/18 10/30 10/60 30/120

Cooling Water

Cooling gas R 507

Power supply V 400/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 3 4 8 12

Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x750x1190 605x800x1110 605x800x1110 750x1100x1200

Net weight kg 160 200 230 250

1/2 Hot-Cold tank NO NO YES YES
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Technical data

What is it?

Tornado is a mixer essential in any artisan laboratory. It has 
a powerful cutting action which allows you to use from 2 
to 30 liters; it is equipped with a head with which you can 
obtain mixtures with a high degree of micronization.

How will it help you?

Tornado allows you to separate frozen fruits, emulsify fatty 
pastes rich in oil, make any kind of mixture fine and silky, 
increasing its overrun and giving gelato the finest and 
palatable structure.

TORNADO
More power in your laboratory

• Fruit Blender, to mince fruit
• Whipped cream blender, with pot-holder
• Blender to make oily pastes creamy again, with pot-holder

Optional

Emulsifing capacity lt 2 – 30

Nominal Power W 1500

Voltage V 220/Hz50

Automatic speed 
regulator r.p.m. 0-12000

Dimensions WxDxH mm 420x500x850

Net weight kg 46

Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures 
used; the “Max” values refer to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.
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What is it?

Makarorange Eis is a machine which allows to create 
“spaghetti” gelato and much more, in a simply way.

The column is made of stainless steel and stands on 
a multicolor marble-base. Valve group, filters, speed 
regulator, piston and accessories are ISO certified.

How will it help you?

Makarorange is the perfect machine to give free play to 
your creativity and to create original and wining gelato 
compositions. 

MAKARORANGE EIS
For homemade gelato

Technical data

Hermetic compressor lts 10

Air-tank  lts 6

Voltage V 220-240/50

Hermetic compressor 
dimensions mm diametro 300 -440 (h)

WxDxH dimensions mm 190x310x550

Net weight kg 28
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What is it?

Hot Pot is an essential counter model heater, dedicated to 
small productions and small laboratories.
Its dimensions are small, yet it has great qualities: high 
heating speed, flexibility in the production and working 
capacity from 3 up to 8 liters in the same tank.

How will it help you?

Hot Pot pasteurizes gelato mixtures and prepares inverted 
sugar, sauces, creams and toppings.

HOT POT
The small and versatile heater

Technical data

Hourly production lt/h 50

Quantity of mix 
min-max lt 3 - 8

Voltage V 380/50Hz/3

Nominal power KW 3.5

Dimensions  WxDxH mm 470x530x370

Net weight kg 45
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• Self-service system to preset the ice-cream supplied quantity, 
with an automatic lever   

• Stirrer in stainless steel 
• Mixer in the tank 
• Cylinder of 1,7 kg capacity

Optional

C109 PLUS, for the production of soft ice-cream, is a machine made of 
stainless steel, with a 9,5lts capacity tank, soldered in one block for a 
better cleaning,  a 1,2 kg capacity cylinder and a display available in 6 
different languages (with possibility  to add another language too).

C109 PLUS is made up by a frame that can be completely disassembled,  
it has an automatic condensation system with air flow adjustment,  a 
gear pump that allows an excellent overrun or with gravity system, outlet 
system with magnetic sensor on the tap, automatic freezing cylinder with 
a programming system for the consistency of the final product, production 
time regulation for energy saving,  cone counter and working time counter 
and a complete electronic or electromechanical control and functioning 
system.

C109 PLUS

Flavours 1

Cones 210

Cylinder capacity kg 1,2

Tank capacity lt 9,5

Cooling Air

Voltage V 380-415/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 1,7

Dimensions WxDxH mm 460x700x810

Net weight kg 110

Technical data 

F118, for the production of soft ice-cream, is a machine made of a 
stainless steel with a tank of 18lt,  soldered in one block for a better 
cleaning, a cylinder  of   1,7 kg capacity  and a display available in 6 
different languages (with possibility  to add another language too). 

F118 is made up by a frame that can be completely disassembled, it 
has an automatic condensation system with air flow adjustment,  a gear 
pump that allows an excellent overrun or with gravity system, outlet system 
with magnetic sensor on the tap, independent refrigeration system for the 
storage tank, automatic freezing cylinder with programming and control 
system of the final product consistency level, production time regulation for 
energy saving,  cone counter and working time counter and a complete 
electronic or electromechanical control and functioning system. 

F118

• Self-service system to preset the ice-cream supplied quantity, 
with an automatic lever   

• Stirrer in stainless steel 
• Mixer in the tank 

Optional

Technical data

Flavours 1

Cones 440

Cylinder capacity kg 1,7

Tank capacity lt 18

Cooling Aria

Voltage V 380-415/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 2

Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x700x1550

Net weight kg 180
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• Self-service system to preset the ice-cream supplied quantity, 
with an automatic lever   

• Stirrer in stainless steel 

Optional

P209, for the production of soft ice-cream, is a machine made of stainless 
steel with double tank of  9.5lt each, soldered in one block for a better 
clearing, two cylinders of 1,2 kg capacity each, and a display available 
in 6 different languages (with possibility to add another language too).  

P209 is made up by a frame that can be completely disassembled, 
it has an automatic condensation system with air flow adjustment,  a 
gear pump that allows an excellent overrun or with gravity system, outlet 
system with magnetic sensor on the tap, independent digital control of 
density, independent and automatic freezing cylinders with programming 
and control system of the final product consistency level, production time 
regulation for energy saving,  cone counter and working time counter 
and a complete electronic or electromechanical control and functioning 
system.

P209

Flavours 2 + MIX

Cones 330

Cylinder capacity kg 2 x 1,2

Tank capacity lt 2 x 9,5

Cooling Air

Voltage V 380-415/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 3

Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x750x955

Net weight kg 150

Technical data

R218, for the production of soft ice-cream, is a machine made of stainless steel 
with double tank of 18lt each, soldered in one block for a better cleaning, two 
cylinders of   1,7 kg capacity each,  and a display available in 6 different 
languages (with possibility  to add another language too).

R218 is made up by a frame that can be completely disassembled, it has an 
automatic condensation system with air flow adjustment,  a gear pump that 
allows an excellent overrun or with gravity system, outlet system with magnetic 
sensor on the tap, independent refrigeration system for the two storage tanks, 
independent digital control of density, independent and automatic freezing 
cylinders with programming and control system of the final product consistency 
level, production time regulation for energy saving,  cone counter and working 
time counter and a complete electronic or electromechanical control and 
functioning system.

R218

Technical data

• Stirrer in stainless steel  

• Mixer in the tank 

Optional

Flavours 2 + MIX

Cones 600

Cylinder capacity kg 2 x 1,7

Tank capacity lt 2 x 18

Cooling Air

Voltage V 380-415/Hz50/3

Nominal power KW 3,5

Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x700x1550

Net weight kg 230
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NOTES

NOTES
The present technical data and images are indicative only and commitment-free used.
The Company reserves the right to make any necessary changes without prior notice.
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Bovo S.r.l.
Viale della Liberazione, 46 31030 · Dosson di Casier (TV), Italia · P.IVA: 00800760266

Tel.: +39.0422.382285 · Fax +39.0422.380002 
info@bovogelati.com · bovogelati.com

Since 1946 we have been thinking of, 
designing and creating in a craftmanlike 
way machines for ice-cream shops, 
confectioner’s shops, small and middle 
size food companies, complying with the 
requirements of the single professional 
or the single company. 

 
Our wide range meets all your requirements and, should 
you be looking for more specific machines, our team will 
be able to realize customized ones, as far as functions or 
aesthetics are concerned, considering functional as well as 
ergonomics aspects. 

We offer ourselves as sole interlocutor for all specific needs 
of the ice-cream makers and pastry chefs, a real one-stop-
shop where to find everything that is needed to realize and 
renovate your laboratory, In our website you will be able to 
find all the accessories and the original spare parts for your 
Bovo machines.


